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Hana - Deep Seating. Solid Grade A
teak frames are complemented by
the texture of our all-weather Sisal
wicker. The lounge pieces, enhanced
by sling seat decks beneath the
cushions, invite relaxation.

Hana - Dining Chairs. Intertwining
modern aesthetics with timeless
craftmanship, dining chairs are
beautifully contoured and offer a
comfortable seating experience
without the need for cushions.

Normandy - Deep Seating.
Quintessential garden estate
furniture. Masterful reliefs of
hummingbirds and trumpet vines are
hand-carved with utmost precision
into solid distressed teak frames.

La Jolla - Dining Group. Sleek
modern design, crafted from
rustproof aluminum, distinct tapered
legs, and elements of Grade A teak,
characterizes this collection, offering
both durability and style.

Café - Dining, Bar & Counter Chairs.
Crafted from power-coated aluminum
and all-weather wicker, Café is
perfect for patios and outdoor
eateries. Special-order wicker options
are available to order.

Catherine - Aluminum. A classic blend
of mixed materials for a relaxed,
elegant aesthetic. Seating surfaces
are crafted from extra-large strands
of wicker eliminating the need for
cushions.

Montauk - Sectional and Occasional
Tables. Frames crafted from solid
distressed teak with angled
backrests, plush cushions, and extra
deep seats make Montauk among
our most comfortable collections.
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Kingsley Bate is one of the world’s foremost manufacturers of exterior furnishings made from high quality teak, woven, aluminum, and stainless
steel. The company’s products are distributed globally through leading retailers, designer showrooms, and directly to the trade and hospitality
markets. More information on Kingsley Bate can be found at kingsleybate.com.
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